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Colorado Company, Liteye Systems Inc., Chosen as a Subject Matter Expert in
the Fight Against Emerging Unmanned Threats

Centennial Colorado – Liteye Systems, Inc, identified by US DoD NORTHCOM as a Subject Matter Expert
in Countering UAS (Unmanned Aerial Systems) threats, was recently invited to attend a collaboration
session between Government and Industry to better define emerging threats across North America.
NORTHCOM is a Unified Combatant Command of the U.S Military tasked with providing military support
for non-military authorities in the U.S and protecting the territory and national interests of the United
States on land, sea and air.
“It is clear that the government is continuing to define policy and requirements to counter the
unmanned threat, we appreciate their invitation and acknowledgment as Subject Matter Experts for
having previously developed and fielded solutions to combat, that remain in use today” reports Liteye
CEO Kenneth Geyer.
Liteye has won numerous awards and recognition for their field proven variants of the Anti-UAS Defense
System (AUDS, M-AUDS and C-AUDS) as well as their competitive selection for numerous contracts by
the US Air Force and US Army. Liteye’s system was first deployed in 2016 with the US Army and has fast
become the go to defense system for US Forces. Liteye’s combat proven air defense systems have the
capabilities to detect, track, identify and defend enemy and nefarious UAS with layered technologies to
create a solid line of defense. Mr. Geyer went on to say: “In the field, we have received feedback that
has been very positive and helped us adapt to the evolving UAS threat. The systems are credited for
saving many lives against the growing use of unmanned and robotic systems”.
Liteye and their teammates Chess Dynamics, Enterprise Control Systems, Blighter, Numerica, Open
Works Engineering, and Pratt & Miller, continue to advance and bring new capabilities and layers of
technology to the fight as UAS threats develop. Liteye not only provides solutions to the military but
also provides the private sector with solutions at airports and other critical national infrastructure
locations in numerous countries.

About Liteye Systems, Inc. (www.Liteye.com)
Located on the front range of the breathtaking Rocky Mountains, Liteye Systems, Inc. is a world leader and
technology solutions manufacturer and integrator of military and commercial Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems
(CUAS), Drone Sense and Warn Systems, rugged high-resolution head mounted displays (HMD), augmented sights,
thermal surveillance systems, convert surveillance systems, electronic warfare packages, radar systems, and fire
control software solutions... All our cutting-edge solutions feature revolutionary designs in optics, electronics,
ergonomics, and form factors that enable a broad range of military and commercial applications. Need something
beyond our current product line? Our research development team delivers sophisticated custom packages for
some of the world's largest companies and government agencies. With offices in the UK and sales affiliates
worldwide, Liteye is protecting critical infrastructure from real world threats. Liteye truly is moving “Beyond
Human Vision". RHurt@Liteye.com

